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We went to New Orleans.  Yes, we did.  And it was lovely, of 
course, and richly textured, and fabulous.  It was warm in late 
December and we sensed history everywhere and jostled reeking 
college dudes in town for the bowl game as we made our 
obligatory way down Bourbon.  Once.  But mostly it was 
Frenchmen St. we walked, looking for music, finding it in 
profusion every time.  Maison’s with it’s great lineup of Chicken 
and Waffles (the band, not the food) and Alligator Bites (the 
food, not the band) and the Royal Roses (sadly minus Aurora 
Neland but bolstered (as if they needed bolstering) by amazing 
swing dancers in period get-ups that transported us back 90 
years) and The Spotted Cat where we spent slices of three 
evenings, grooving to the Panorama Jazz Band fronted by the 
lanky Ben Schenck (Acadian singer and Clarinetist-provocateur) 
and Meschiya Lake (and her Little Big Horns, our New Year’s 
Eve treat).  The Spotted Cat has delicately mullioned windows 
behind the stage looking into the street that literally bulge 
outwards noticeable numbers of millimeters, I believe not from 
moisture (all that spilled beer, drummer sweat and mouthpiece 
spit not to mention New Orleans summer atmospheric funk) but 
instead from the sheer force of all those notes ringing out every 
day, every night.

The neighborhood (Faubourg Marigny or The Marigny...(mare-
in-eee)) is just delightful.  small homes done up in amazing 
colors.  The streets:  Press, Rampart, Burgundy (bur GUN dee, if 
you please...) Royal, Spain, Chartres.  And the adjoining 



neighborhood, Bywater, with its Louisa and France and, of 
course, Desire.  

We spent a few days sort of dancing up and down these streets 
with Mark and Megan, then a couple of days doing so again on 
our own.  I’d do it again in a heart beat.

Jacoba’s fiddle instructions for the solo sections--”See if you can 
make it sound like the violin is laughing and dancing down the 
street.”  She nailed it, of course.  I play dobro, mando, guitar and 
bass.


